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INIRCDUCTiasr

One of the world's truly underestimated art forms, adobe absolutely
defines "organic" architecture. Raw, natural and inert earth materials
are molded by human hands and constructed to eicase living space. The
overall structure eventually conforming to and becoming part of the
landscape. There are few forms of construction which can honestly lay
claim to such a harmonious relationship with nature.
My interest in the subject is in part attributed to my cultural
background. Being of Hispanic descent, I have always been interested in
studying the contributions of Spain to tlie United States 's architectural
history. More than two centuries before the arrival of the colonists in
jyiassachusetts ; the Spaniards were developing a new building style.
This new style, if we can call it that, was the conbination of
European designs and native building materials, the Baroque with the
primitive, ronanticism with nature. 7^ we shall see later in the study,
adobe has a history which extends thousands of yeairs.
During m/ travels in the American Southwest I was able to observe
just how far the human can go with this siitple material. One of the
finest exanples of Spanish Colonial architecture in tlie United States is
the church San Xavier del Bac in Tucson, ?u:izona. The church is a
Baroque masterpiece made entirely of adobe. If we coiipare this to
the rustic and noble beauty of Taos Pueblo in Taos, New Mexico we see
there a functional contnunity structure embracing the surrounding
landscape.
We are very fortunate that tliese two monuments are still very much
intact. I was also able to observe other structures, however, that
were not so fortunate. Many adobe structures are currently not being

used and it is this lack of lase which ultimately contributes to their
decay. In searching for methods of preserving the historic landscape
we must always realize that the main purpose of building structures is
to house humans or human inventions. When we ronove the human element,
we remove the maintenance. Adobe structures are particularly
susceptible when they are not protected against the damaging effects of
the environment.
I propose to look at one possible solution to this problem. Ttiere
has never been an extensive study on the appropriate method for reusing
existing adobe structures for current modem needs, while at the same
time preserving the historic fabric of the structure.
I would like to thank Alejandro Alva and Jeanne-Marie Teutonico of
the International Centre for the Study of Preservation and the
Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROyi) for their guidance and
support. I would also like to tliaiik Barbara Zuk and Michael Taylor of
the National Park Service in Santa Fe, New Mexico for their invaluable
assistance, Michael Tenorio of the Holy Trinity Qiurch in Arroyo Seco,
New Mexico, for allowing me use the church facilities in my study and
finally to the State of New Mexico for sinply existing.

amPTER 1
ARCHITBCTURAL HISTORY OF ACOBE IN NEW MEKICO

Mobe is a word which has many different definitions to different
people. A word of T^rab origin, it literally means "earth from which
unbumt bricks are made." Teclmically speaking, it is a balanced
mixture of clay and sand - enough sand to keep the dried clay from
cracking and enough clay to give the dried mixture strength.
Ttie technique of shaping eartli into bricks was brought to the
United States, particularly to the southwestern states of New Mexico,
Arizona, Colorado, Nevada and California, by tJie Spaniards. They in
turn learned it from tlie Arabs, who, through innumerable intermediaries,
got it from ancient Mesopotamia.
It has been recorded that the earliest clay huts of the fifth
millenium B.C. at Hassuna, Iraq, were built of clay lunps in which fine
straw or pounded scrub was incorporated. In Iraq thousands of years
ago earth was the most plentiful building material and was used in
unbaked form. Iraq and Iran, while using luibaked eartli extensively,
have generated building forms such as the arch, tihe vault, and the dome
which today we do not necessarily associate with adobe. These may be
thought of as the contributions of adobe to tiie classical building
technique.
The history of adobe in the IMited States may not be as ancient as
that in tlie rest of tlie world, but it is nonetlieless very ancient in
the context of the history of the United States. The architectural
history of the United States has mariy influences, many of these brought
over by the immigrants which came to this country. Tliese styles reflect
much of what was most predominate in Europe.
A conspicuous exception, however, is New Mexico, where man has been

building permanent buildings for something like 1500 years and where
structures as much as 700 years old are still standing.
We can trace the history of building activity back to the primitive
pithouses which appear as early as A.D. 350. Construction of multi-unit
dwellings above ground began about A.D. 700. Unfortunately very little
is left of these structures. Indian pueblos structures of genuine
antiquity are very few indeed. Taos Pueblo and a few fragments of other
buildings are all tlTat exist. Of tliirty surviving churches which were
built before 1800 in Indian and Spanish communities less than a dozai
retain a convincing colonial appearance. Of Spanish civil and domestic
building even less remains except for foundations and portions of early
walls incorporated into later buildings. Many ancient structures have
been substantially modified, and it is almost inpossible to determine
their exact initial appearance. Historical appearance is only one in a
series of problens. The lack of archaeological data and accurate
historic documentation makes it very difficult to construct a precise
history of the architecture of New Mexico. There exist, however,
fragmented pieces of information which together form part of the overall
picture
.
It is safe to say that the architectural history of New Mexico can
be divided into four distinct periods: I. Indian, II. Spanish Colonial,
III. Territorial and Later American.

I. INDIAN EPOCHS
The general names for t±ie prehistoric Indians inhabiting the
Southwest are Hohokam, MDgollon, and Anasazi. It is the Anasazi , those
people living in the Four Comers area of Utah, New Mexico, Arizona,
and Colorado, wlio will concern us here. The Anasazi are divided into
two 'groups by archaeologists. Basket Maker and Pueblo, wliich differ in
certain material cviltural traits as a consequence of clianges in ways of
life through time. The Basket IVbkers represent the earlier portion of
the Anasazi continuum. To standardize nomenclature and to identify
certain differences in life styles, Basket Maker culture is divided
into two parts: Basket Maker II, from about A.D. 1 to 350 and Basket
Maker III, 350 to 700. Tlieir name derives from the fact that they were
excellent basket weavers. The first permanent shelters developed in
the Four Comers area were pithouses erected by the Basket Lfeker III
about A.D. 350. These were subterranean or semisubterranean structures,
1 to 6 feet deep, of square or circular sliape, roofed witJi poles covered
over with earth. The roofs were constructed of a horizontal beams held
up by a series of freestanding posts. These horizontal beams were
subsequently covered with smaller woodei elements or brush and then
with dirt or mud. (Fig. 1).
The changes that evolved by A.D. 700 are numerous enough to cause
tJie latter part of Anasazi culture to be identified as Pueblo, a name
given it and its members by the first Spanish explorers who found the
indigenous population settled in permanent towns, or pueblos. Pueblo
culture is divided into five periods: Pueblo I exteids from
approximately 700 to 900; Pueblo II, 900 to 1050; Pueblo III, 1050 to
1300; Pueblo IV,
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1350 to about 1700; and Pueblo V, 1700 to recent times.
An irrportant architectural innovation scmetime after A.D. 700
coincided with the beginning of the Pueblo I period. For the first
time rooms were constructed above ground, at first snugly, then in
series. TJie new building type is referred to as a unit, clan, or
surface house. It had no windows or doors, and the roans were entered
by two ladders Qie climbed through the roof, a second by which to
descend into ttie rocm through the snwke hole in the roof. Wall
construction was either wattle and daub or stone laid in adobe mortar,
and the flat roof was formed of contiguous poles covered with brush and
adobe as were those of pithouses. This sequeice of single-story rooms
created both a wind break and a primitive line of defense, though the
chief means of protection was provided by outside ladders which could
be drawn up to the roof by defenders in case of attack.
During Pueblo II times other developments took place in Anasazi
architecture. Most pueblos were constructed of stone masonry, the true
kiva, an luidergroiuid ceremonial cliamber, became an integral part of each
settlement. (Fig. 2).
The Pueblo III period, extending from 1050 to 1300, represents the
apogee of the dominant Indian culture in the Southwest. Concentrated in
the Four Comers area, it is represented by such famous sites as Chaco
Canyon and Aztec Pueblo in New Mexico, Mesa Verde in Colorado, and
Betatakin in Arizona. In this period tlie pueblos became larger in
size, were fortified, and the stone masonry of which they were built
attained a level of refinement unsurpassed elsewhere in the soutliwestem
Indian architecture.

No finer exanple of Pueblo III architecture exists than Pueblo
Bonito, a community in Qiaco Canyon, which covers three acres, contained
as many as 650 rooms, and housed a population estimated at less than
eleven hundred. One of the most notable aspects of structures in Qiaco
Canyon is the stone masonry which used blocks of sandstone broken loose
from nearby cliff walls. The chinking finer and more precise, produced
blocks of remarkable sharpness and textural quality. In spite of tlie
arid climate, few roof timber member remain at Pueblo Bonito. Tlie
construction of roofs was sinple: one or more beams were laid across
the narrow dimension of a room. These carried a system of secondary
supports: a series of contigvious poles stripped of bark and placed at
right angles to the beam (Fig. 3). Above that a covering of reeds or
bark sealed crevices between the poles so tliat ttie final 4-inch layer
of earth, which formed the roof, did not silt down too badly.
As a result of numerous factors including pressure from nomadic
tribes, depletion of resources, and perliaps social unrest, tlie heavily
populated northern centers of Anasazi were abandoned around 1300 and
over a period of several generations the inhabitants migrated southward
to new sites along tlie Rio Grande and its tributaries or to locations
in west central New Mexico and east central Arizona. The Pueblo IV
period not only witnessed a population shift but experienced a cultural
regression. Practically all Anasazi activities declined from tlieir
previous levels of accorplishment. it was during this time, however,
that most pueblos that have survived to the present were established.

Figure 3

II. SFMSUSH CCaXiSIIAL PERIOD
The first European contact with tJie New Mexico area was the
exploratory expedition led by Francisco Vasquez de Coronado in 1540.
There was no official permanent settlement until 1598 when don Juai^ de
Onate settled San Gabriel, near San Juan Pueblo. The coinmunity later
moved to wtiat is today Santa Fe, which became the administrative center
of tJie province, in 1610.
All through the Colonial and I^fexican periods, settlers were grouped
closely in villages. Relatively few families lived in haciendas in the
country for fear of Indians. First the Apaches, then the Comanches and
Utes, and later the Navajos, liarassed Spaniards and Pueblo Indians alike.
During this difficult era the Spanish settlers huddled together in small
fortified coimunities called plaza, which connoted the idea of a
fortified place rather than a central square. Daily Iiardships and
relative isolation fron the rest of the country made New Mexico less
progressive. Social customs and even the language remained remarkably
conservative. Architecture dononstrates tlie saine piiencmenon: forms and
methods of building introduced in 1610 were still in use more tlian two
centuries later. These structures proved to be very succesful.
Certainly any description of Spanish Colonial architecture in New
Mexico must be in large part hypothetical. Because luimodified houses
fron the eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries no longer survive, one
must piece together a picture of how' they may have looked like from
bits of information gathered frcan excavations, from surviving fragments,
and from later structures.

No single type of Spanish Colonial house plan dominates in Nortliem
New Mexico or is typical of the period. Many people think of tlie patio-
centered plan as cliaracteristic of Spanish residential architecture, but
most houses in New l^fexico were not large enough for so ambitious a plan.
Witti the exception of tlie much remodeled Palace of tlie Governors in
Santa Fe, significant reirains of seventeenth and eighteenth century
Spanish architecture in New Mexico are confined to a handful of mission
churches. These consist of five buildings from tJie seventeentti century,
five more in ruins but of architectural significance, twelve churches of
eighteenth century origin (seven drastically altered) , and seven more
from the nineteenth century. Less is known about the homes in which tJie
Spanish colonists lived than about Indian dwellings of tlie previous
thousand years. This unfortunate lack of knowledge leads me to restate
the absolute necessity to preserve as much of these buildings as
possible.
Exanples of domestic architecture are quite scarce. There are a
few excellent exanples in the Taos area, one of tliem being tlie Jose
Valdez House (Fig. 4). As previously mentioned tlie floor plans for tlie
typical New l^fexico house were not always typical hacienda style. The
houses were actually quite stark and sinple. Most houses consisted of a
single room plus an attached shelter that was probably covered with com
stalks and hay. They generally had a comer fireplace and an outside
"homo" or oven. The houses were grouped irregularly around two plazas,
and there is evidence of a crude defense wall of adobe surrounding the
community.
10
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Source: Ta08 Adobe 8, Museum of New Mexico Press
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Ttie unfortunate lack of historic records on the typical New Mexico house
makes it very difficult to have a detailed discussion of the building
type. It therefore becomes necessary to discuss less coimon types, but
which are still able to clearly illustrate the building tecliniques
utilized in New l^texico.
The hacienda style was not all that conmon in New IVtexico it is,
nonetheless, a good type to discuss. A typical liacienda, or house was
rectangular, perhaps as large as 100 x 175 feet, and built around two
courtyards, one in front called a placita or plazuela, and one in that
back that served as a corral (Fig. 5). The whole conplex was closed
within high adobe walls which, until the mid-nineteenth century, had no
windows or doors, only two sets of gates. The front gate opened
to a "zaguan" , a covered passage wide enougli to permit a wagon to pass to
the placita. The rear gate opened into the corral. The placita contained
a well and was encircled by a series of rooms arranged in single file.
The rooms, perhaps twelve or fourteen in number and of differing sizes,
housed the various household activities.
Rooms in Spanish buildings were more or less uniform width (15 feet)
,
although the length varied. With the possible exception of storage spaces,
the largest, as well as the most elaborate, room of a dwelling was tfie
"sala" , or parlor.
Ceilings were essentially alike, consisting of a primary system of
logs spanning tlie room and supporting a secondary covering of smaller
wooden members laid at right angles. If for example the sala was
pretentious the ceiling beams were cut to a rectangular sliape and
si^ported on corbels, just as in some churches. Tlie usual beam, however.
12
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was siitply a a log with the bark peeled off. Tlie secondary covering in
the sala might be made of "tablas" or boards. Rooms of intermediate
iitportance eirployed peeled aspen or cottonwood poles ("latia" or
"savinos") between tlie beams ("vigas"). Tliese poles were laid
diagonally or at right angles, to the vigas, and tliey might be split
(in which case they are called "rajas") or used in the round (Fig. 6,
7, and 8). It should be noted tliat building terminology varies
considerably fran one section of New Mexico to another. Construction
materials enployed for this layer depends upon what was available
locally. Aspen poles were preferred because tlie were straight, fitted
together closely, and split easily. In the Rio Grande area, however,
aspen was hard to find so cottonwood was substituted. Ceilings conposed
of split cedar thougli beautiful in appearance allowed grains of dvist
from the earth covering to filter down when even slightly disturbed.
In any case, a covering of brush or cedar bark was laid over secondary
members before tliey were loaded with adobe to form tlie roof or tlie
floor of the room above. Floors were earthen since boarding was
extravagantly expensive. As late as 1848 no more tlian half a dozen
structures in Uie whole territory liad wood floors. Briclcs or tile were
still not used for floors.
Floors were earthen, in some instances sealed with a thin coating
coiposed of clay or animal blood. Tliese sinple interior surfaces made
the inside clean-cut and clearly defihed. Still, irregularities in the
wall surfaces and of the undulating comers formed by deeply recessed
windows and doors gave tliese interiors and effective sculpti.iral quality.
14

The second great contribution of the Spanish Colonial Period to New
Mexico architecture is probably its most lasting: Uie Passion church.
Mission work in the Province of New Mexico was entrusted to the
Franciscan order by the Spanish crown, and their activity here
constituted ai\ extension of the work tliey initiated in Mexico in 1523.
The friar was given the task of not only establishing a mission and
converting the local natives to Christian beliefs but to build his
church. Lacking professional advice or any kind of training, except for
^ffhat he learned on the job, the friar had to be designer, engineer, job
captain, and building inspector. Thus, he fell back on his experiences
in I^texico and repeated the basic mission station design in use there.
In popLxlar terms we may refer to this as a "fortress church".
Differences between Mexican and New Mexican buildings were that churches
in New Mexico were smaller, of sirrpler construction, and built of adobe
instead of stone.
Several conditions required such siitplifications in New Mexico.
The small population of Pueblo Indians, in contrast to that of the
Aztecs or Mixtacas, had never developed a special class of building
teclinology. They had no tradition of stone building, at least of any
that involved shaping or carving stone, and masonry was done by the
women. Men traditionally only worked with wood: felling trees, carrying
them down from the forest, shaping and lifting them into shape. The
friar decides against teaching the Indians methods of European stone
construction or developing a special class of mason. The one
significant thing they did do in this area was teach the Indians to
shape mud into bricks.
15

Figure 8
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Basically the mission station consisted of two parts: the church
and living quarters for the missionary (the convento). The church was
the more inportant: tall aixl approximately four times as long as it is
wide, it doTunated the low-lying adjaceit convento (Fig. 9). In New
IVtexico the nave was never wider than 33 feet and the height was slightly
greater than tlie width. Qiapels or transepts, which might contain side
alters, were absent, and the aspe was narrower than the nave in order
to focus attention on the high alter. This spatial siirplification
appears to have been a conscious attenpt to demonstrate in visual terms
the monotheistic nature of Christianity to tlie Indians. Over tlie main
entrance was a loft used for the choir.
The space of tlie nave was made as large and high as possible.
Inasmuch, as the Indians had previously experienced no large, clear
spaces that were enclosed, they were bound to be very inpressed with
these massive structures. Fenestration in New Mexico churches was
limited to two or ttiree small windows plus a transverse clerestory
opening located just in front of the alter. This opening introduced a
flood of light into the otherwise somber interior and dramatically
illuminated the high altar. In order for tlie clerestory to take
advantage of the sunrise, at which time the population was expected to
attend mass. New Mexican churches were orieited witli the apse to tlie
west or north. Although these churches lack decoration, tliey possess a
striking massiveness that irtparts a fine sculptural quality.
Mexican independeice from Spain in America had no specific
architectural effect on New Mexico except, perhaps, to exaggerate tlie
17



isolation and self-sufficiency of the remote area. Buildings in the
Mexican era ( 1820 - 46 ) , tlierefore , merely continue the Spanish colonial
tradition. With the outbreak of tlie Mexican War tlie province was
pronptly occupied by the U.S. (1846) and in 1848 the area was officially
annexed as a U.S. territory.
19

III. TERRITCmAL PERIOD
Revolutionary changes in the culture of New Mexico, caused by tlie
influx of American settlers and ideas during tlie nineteentli century, are
recorded by tlie region's architecture. American influence was slight
when the Santa Fe Trail opened in 1821, increased after annexation in
1848, and became major after the arrival of tlie railroad in 1880.
The changes were many. The technology of the area was drastically
altered by the introduction of new tools and methods brought from the
States. There was a marked inprovement in the local economy, especially
after the extension of the railroad into the Rio Grande Valley. And
nomadic Indians, who had long harassed the Pueblo and Spanish occupants
of tlie area, were permanently brought under control. Indeed, tlie sixty-
four years between 1848 and 1912, the date New Mexico became a state,
witnessed more changes than liad tlie previous two centuries.
The architectural counter-part of these clianges was a striking
departure frcm the conservative Spanish-Pueblo tradition so long
unchallenged in the region. The new type of architecture, the
Territorial style, can be divided into tliree pliases: the first extended
from 1848 to 1865 , the second from that date to sometime after 1880
,
and the third between 1880 and 1912. Although it developed a unique
form in New Mexico, tlie Territorial style should be identified as a
belated extension of the Greek Revival manner which had flourished in
the east coast between 1820 and 1850.'
A characteristic trademark of the Territorial style is the
pedimented lintel used over doors and windows. The earliest form of
this feature may have been fairly simple, lacking moldings.
20

Another characteristic of Early Territorial millwork is the use of
fairly heavy (6x6 inches) portal post with chamfered comers. When
lumber was transported some distance, 4x4 posts were used. Timbers
destined for use as ceiling beams were sawn into rectangular sections
enlivened with comer moldings. The early Territorial movanent
introduced no iirportant construction changes; walls continued to be
made of adobe brick and roofs remained flat and earth-packed.
Between the years of 1865 - 80 the characteristic Territorial style
reached it's full force. The houses developed a synmetrical
organization of rooms and was reflected in its fenestration (Fig 10.).
Tlie structure was usually two stories tall. The square (usually 4x4
inches) posts that supported tlie entrance porch had comer bead moldings
with mitred comers to each face at top and bottcsn in an effort to
recall Classical capitals and bases. These moldings were cut by hand.
Not infrequently walls were capped witli Uiree to six courses of
kiln-baked brick. These were laid so that some lieaders projected
alternately or were set at a forty-five degree angle to recall dentils;
other courses projected uniformly to imitate a cornice. Burned brick
served the useful purpose of preventing erosion along the top of tlie
adobe wall. The manufacture of brick in New ffexico did not begin until
Uie 1880 's.
Interior finishes were more elaborate. Wood floors became
camtionplace , and since they were pin^, some rooms were even carpeted.
Inasmuch as milled lumber was available tlie ceilings were frequently
framed with rectangular beams.
21
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Source: Early Architecture In New Mexico , University of New Mexico Press
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Boards of random length covered the roof joists, in contrast to the
colonial latias or tablas which only spanned a single bay, but like
their predecessors, they were covered over with eartli to provide
insulation and keep out moisture. Later on we will see how much of an
insulation factor earth provides in reality.
' Tlie years 1865 - 85 saw the rearxDdeling and building of many new
churches. Protestant congregations began to grow and by the early
1870 's some were able to build permanent quarters, lliese churches
reflected the Puritan mentality of these settlers and were adaptions of
the eastern New England styles. Though the outward appearance suggested
wood construction, in actuality the walls were made of adobe and covered
with wood siding. Catholic congregations began adapting the neo-Gotliic
look and quickly tried to apply it to adobe. Known as "Folk Gothic" or
"Gotliick" it sought to disguise tiie old adobe fabric of existing churches
with wooden elements of gothic design. Tliey occupy a unique position
in architectural history; nowhere else in the world will one find this
particular combination of adobe construction and wooden Gothick veneer.
The railroad reached Las Vegas in 1879, Santa Fe and AJlDuquerque a
year later. With it came mainstream American culture and a flood of
architectural styles that had been in vogue during the past years.
Building materials and tools were also brought in, changing tlie way
building constructors built. Cast iron, pressed metal, cement, plaster,
fancy woodwork, shingles, carved stone, and brick were all conpeting
with the traditional adobe material and adobe was losing. The
23

railroad brought a be\i?ildering assortment of architectural styles:
Italianate-Bracketed, Manseurd, Queen Anne, Ricliardson Romanesque, and
before long Colonial Revival and Worlds Fair Classicism.
By 1907 , however, there was a renewed interest in tlie old Spanish-
Pueblo style. Tlie former had been maintained in Indian pueblos witli tlie
construction of churches. The University of New Mexico turned to this
form when tliey constructed Uieir new university. Tlie flat-roofed,
exposed timbers mode quickly became known as tlie Santa Fe style.
The architecture of New Mexico is quite an eclectic array of styles
and traditions. Tlie style whether it is a tliousand years old, like tlie
Santa Fe Style; or fairly recent, like the Italiante, reflects ttie same
love of tradition. A construction of sound materials and sitiple
architecture that is always in touch with the realities of the New
Mexico environment. As we will see further on, this balance will be
beneficial for our purposes.
24

CHAPTER 2
MANUFACTURE OF ADOBE
25

In any restoration project it is inportant to fully understand the
manufacturing process of the material involved. We first looked at tlie
history of the material in the American Southwest, we will now look at
the way tlie adobe was made. How a construction material is made, along
with its innate chemical and f*iysical properties, are what irrparts its
characteristics. These characteristics will determine how the
material will react to future effects of environmental exposure.
The manufacture of adobe can be divided into tliree distinct phases;
they are soil selection, preparation and molding, and finally curing or
drying. Throughout the world there are many manuals aixi reports which
describe these operations, each coimtry lias its own subtle variance as
to how to best make the mixture or which soil is best to use. We will
discuss the more cormon metliod used in the southwestern region of the
United States.
I. .SnTT. .SFT.FY-TTniM
Soil for the making of adobe bricks or for use in rammed earth is
available in virtually unlimited quantities almost everywhere.
Obviously, some soils may be ideal, and some unsuitable, but most will
be satisfactory with only minor modifications. A common misconception
is ttiat tlie soil must be a special "adobe" soil. Exanples of earth-wall
structures can be found from high mountain passes to the liumid lowlands
of the Eastern seaboard.
Soil maps, as generally presented, have limited value in the
selection of a soil source for eartJi construction. Standard soil maps
classify the soils geologically in several broad categories and further
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identify tliem somewhat as to mineral makeup, age, and geological source.
Pfest soils are "old" or "young". In a relatively irmiature area, such as
the southwestern part of the United States, most of the geologic soil
formations are young, and otJier areas such as tlie river drainage basins
of the Midwest and East, are mature, or old. The older soils in mature
geologic zones tend to be more coirplex chemically and physically, and
generally clays in ttiese formations are heavier. A high percentage of
organic material might also be present. Geologic maps may be more
useful, and some sirrple soil maps may offer a limited amount of
information. In an area long recognized for tl"ie use of adobe, such as
the Rio Grande River Valley in New Mexico, many of the soils are
relatively young. Most of the soil formations are alluvial fans, often
connected to form a piedmont plain. These plains are made up of layers
of soil and gravel deposits. Generally Uie topmost layer is very sandy,
with a large proportion of windblown sand, the clays and silt having
been leached by rain to a lower level. The clay layers can be
recognized in arroyo banks and eroded channels where a cross-section of
underlying strata is exposed. Most of the soil orders found in the Rio
1
Grande Valley are classified as Aridisols aixl aitisols. Tlie Entisols
1. A U.S. Dept. of Agriculture soil taxonomy, aridisol is a soil order
characterized by its development under aridic moisture regime and has a
low percentage of organic carbon. Entisols are a soil order characterized
by dcaninance of mineral soil materials and absence of distinct soil
formation horizons; also very coimion in the arid regions of the United
States
.
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lie primarily in the valleys and the Aridisols as higher plateaus,
suitable irostly for grazing. The other grades, MDllisols, Inceptisols,
2
and Alfisols can be used for adobe bricks. Tlie workable tolerance for
coarser gravels and variation in particle size is broad, despite some
3
building code requirements limiting particle size.
-Ideally, for use in eartli wall construction, tlie soil must contain
four elements: coarse sand or aggregate, fine sand, silt, and clay. Any
one may be totally absent and the soil may still make satisfactory
bricks. The various eleiients can be likened to tlie ingredients of
concrete: aggregate, sand, and cement. The aggregate (sand) provides
strength, the fine sand is a filler to lock the grains of aggregate,
and the silt and clay (generally identified by particle size ratfier tlian
chemical analysis) act as a binder and plastic medium to glue the other
ingredients together. Soil structures witli a high percentage of
aggregate (sand) may be strong when dry, but ate more vulnerable to
erosion from rain. Soil structures high in clay may be much more
resistant to water and erosion, but less strong.
2. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture soil taxonomy; mollisols
characteristically form under grass in climates tliat have moderate to
severe seasonal noisture deficiency. They are dark colored soils with a
relatively high cation-exchange capacity dominated by calcium.
Inceptisols contain a preponderance of weatlierable minerals and do not
have distinct horizons. Alfisols have water retentive properties and
are widely used in agriculture.
3. New Mexico Building Code for Adobe". Section 2405 of Uniform Building
Code for Unbumt Clay Masonry, 1982.
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The proportions of clay to aggregate varies greatly from region to
region. It is largely dependent on tlie nature of the soil. The U.S.
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, rrade one of the most
4
extensive studies into the historical mixture used in various adobe
structures of great age. The structures were examined for particle size,
clay content, and type. If an ideal proportion were to be established,
it might represent an average of sanples taken from these structures,
and would yield the following:
Sand or coarse aggregate

the particle size of material used to a minimum of 25 % and a maximum of
45 % passing a #200 screen, but was deleted in 1982. Tests conducted in
5
Colorado under tlie Department of Energy indicate Uiat particle size and
clay content are of minimal inportance and do not effect the ultimate
behavior of tlie earth wall. The tests are still ongoing and the final
results should be interesting.
The types of clay found in different geograf^iic areas are often
mixed, each having different characteristics. Some clays expand greatly
with tlie addition of water or moisture, and some are inert. Tlie clay
type may be accurately analyzed by X-ray diffraction, but sinple field
tests may indicate the expansion or shrinkage when placed in a mold and
dried. Tlie most coimon clays are classified as follows:
Montmorillinite: Eictraiiely expansive
Mica
Vermiculite
Chlorite
Kaolin: Inert
Wliile the type of clay present might be of inportance, the
practical requirements would seem to place little irrportance on this
eleinent. The ambient rainfall will only daitpen the surface of an earth
structure, and normally does not penetrate to a depth where wall
movement would occur. If the wall is subjected to standing or running
water, the surface can erode rapidly, and the moisture may penetrate.
5. U. S. Department of Energy, Solar Mobe Masonry Systems, Colorado,
1981.
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resulting in structural failure, regardless of ttie type of clay.
Many of the naturally occurring soils will not be ideal for the
making of brick and mortar. The proportions of sand, silt, and clay
will vary in the ground. If these quantities are extreme, the soil must
be tempered or balanced by tlie addition of anotlier material.
If the soil has too little clay, the least common situation, a
nearby source of higher clay material usually can be found and added as
tempering is required. If tliere is too much clay, the most common case,
sand may be added. If water is not readily available, straw, hay, or
other fibrous material may be used for tarpering.
II. ADOBE BRICK M3LDING
It is often wondered why adobe is very popular in arid regions. It
becomes readily apparent during the manufacturing of Uie adobe brick tliat
the major requirement for adobe bricks is a climatic one. There must be
certain periods of dry weatlier in which to mold and cure the bricks.
However, the requirement of an arid climate is not totally true. Any
area that has a climate offering periods of a week or more without rain
will be adequate.
Tlie brick-making process can be separated into a series of distinct
steps or tasks. Depending on the method selected, some may be combined
in order to save work or expense.
Tlie first task in adobe brick making is stockpiling or soil source.
The soil source may be located on the building site itself, obtained
from excavation of basaiients, cesspools, and so forth or from surplus
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soil from site grading. If the soil source is located away from ttie
site, it must be stockpiled at the point of manufacture. Historically,
most soil was obtained at tlie construction site which provides a source
of future supply for repairs and such.
Next, the material was delivered from tlie stockpile to the soak pit
or point of mixing. If small, on site manufacturing is done, the soak
pit can often be tlie excavation itself. The siirplest metliod is by tlie
use of the soak pit. The material can be mixed by hand (feet) or by
meclianical metliods. The material soaking time can also aid the mixing
process, flooded at the end of tlie day and allowed to soak overnight, it
will facilitate the mixing process the following day. The soil for
bricks or mortar may be mixed rapidly by tiand witliout a soak pit.
Today a concrete mixer can also be used for mixing. A plaster mixer,
which stirs the mixture instead of tumbling it, can also be used.
Water from virtually any source will be satisfactory, but it should
be low in dissolved salts. Moisture from tlie d^3^f3ness of the bricks and
mortar will migrate to the surface as it dries. Upon drying, the salt
crystals will recrystalize and can do jSiysical damage to the surface of
the brick. Extremely brackish water should not be used for mixing
bricks or mortars.
In molding bricks, a choice between liquid or danp mud should be
made at tlie outset. Tliis will determine the number of molds available
and the expected daily production. The mixture must be well mixed and
uniform, avoiding weak points in the final brick. The quality of a
brick is dependeit on its density, so tliat a wet mixture is more likely
to make a better brick.
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The grouixa on which the molds are placed must be level and uniform
to insure consistent thickness of the bricte.
After the mold is filled, the top of the brick is leveled.
If a stiff mixture is used, care must be taken to insure that the
corners of the mold are filled, by tairping. A more liquid mixture will
accorplish this without additional work.
The molds are commonly made of wood, but can be of metal as well.
They should have Iiandles for lifting. Various types of forms are used
throughout the world (Fig. 11). If made of wood, the molds are usually
soaked in waste oil to aid in separation, although sinple wetting will
also do. The form must be cleaned regularly, or the dried mud will
affect the stripping of the molds, and may cause irregularities in tlie
bricks. In some primitive societies where no equipment is available, a
a single brick mold is used, with a bottom on it. In tliis maimer, tlie
mold can be filled, carried to the molding location and turned upside
down, leaving the brick on the ground for drying. Metal is sometimes
used to line the molds, easing cleaning and separation.
III. CURING OR DRYIigG
Mter molding, the bricks are flat on ground surface and tlie maids
have been removed. They must remain in this position until they are dry
enough to liandle. This initial drying period may be anywhere from 2-3
days in the hot suimier weather, to several weeks in the winter. All tlie
time that the bricks are in this position they are very vulnerable to
tlie occasional rainstorm, which may erode the surface and comers and
dissolve than corpletely by flooding. Drying bricks may be protected by
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^
FIGURE U
Source: Construlre en Terre CRATerre, Grenoble, France
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tarps or plastic sheeting, but these must be removed for curing to
continue.
Tlie handleability of the bricks must be determined, because if tliey
are too fragile to handle they will break. Wlien it has been determined
tliat tJie bricks are dry enough to handle, tliey should be tifped and
placed on their side, exposing the other large side for drying. At tlie
tinie they are tipped they should be cleaned, trimming any excess or
splash from tlie soft bricks. After the bricks are dry in appearance,
tiiey may be tested for dryness by inserting a pocket knife. Tlie surface
may appear dry while the interior is still wet. This is the most labor
intensive aspect of the manufacturing process, as every brick must be
tested for doneness.
Curing will not be fully conplete after turning of the brick, and
they may be furtlier and corpletely cured in the stack. They are
extranely fragile until fully dried. The bricks must be stacked on edge
to prevent undue breakage. Adobe has a low tensile strength and great
weight. If tiie bricks are stacked flat and additional bricks stacked
on top of tlien, tlie irregularities of the brick surface cab set up
tensile stresses and break them.
The size of the bricks to be produced can be determined by the
need and the basic use to which tliey will be put. Tfie New Mexico
standard size is 4 x 10 x 14 inches with a weight of 30 lbs. Ti\e old
style adobe brick was 4 x 12 x 18 inctie's and weighed 50 lbs. Ttiere are
unlimited sizes tJiroughout the world. Ideal masonry units should be
twice as long as they are wide, with allowance for mortar joints,, to
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insure maximum bonding of the bricks laid. The weight of the bricks is
an inportant factor in tlie efficiency of the mason. An optimum maximum
weight is in the range of 30 - 40 lbs.
The smaller and thinner the brick, the more rapidly it will cure.
The curing of the bricks is a f^iysical process rather than a chemical
one. The speed at wiiich it happens is determined by the tenperature
,
humidity, wind, and thickness.
I^bst of the bricks used in the United States have a nominal
thickness of 4 in. , and a weight of 30 - 35 lbs. Tliese require a
minimum drying time between molding and stacking of at least 7 days
,
under tfie most ideal conditions. The process may take 4-6 weeks in
the winter, witli the added ccarplication of freezing. In the Middle
East, a common size is 10 x 10 x 2 in. This brick will weigh
approximately 12 lbs and will cure in less than 24 hoiors.
Freezing weattier during tlie drying period may cause damage to the
bricks. If extreme freezing periods are anticiFJated, brick molding
should be postponed until warmer weather. Most adobe yards in New
Mexico stop brick production in October and do not resume until late
February or March.
Once the brick has fully cured the final phase is the testing of
the masonry unit. Tlie State of New Mexico has a series of required tests
for new constructions. The only two major qualities of the brick that
are inportant is tliat they be dry, and 'tough enough for handling and
placing. Particle size, which may be limited by code, would seem of
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little inportance. Coirpressive strength, which is commonly required to
be 300 psi , seldom requires more than 10 psi in anticipated loads, plus
adequate safety factors. Modulus of rupture tests represent toughness
of the brick and are usually valued at zero in structural calculations
at any case. IVbisture adsorption for stabilized bricks is limited to
less tlian 2 % by weight and is adequate but does exceed tlie requirements
for frostproof tile.
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CHAPTER 3
PROPERTIES OF ADOBE
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It is essential to be aware of the properties of a soil before
Using it for construction. These properties fall into four main
categories: (1) particle size distribution, (2) plasticity,
(3) conrpressibility or conpactibility, and (4) cohesion. It is also
vital to fully understand the the chemical nature of the material and
its Constituents.
In trying to assess the p^iysical and chemical properties of the
adobe material we must analyze the intrinsic properties of the soil
utilized in its formation. Tlie conplete physical and mineralogical
characterization of soils is a lengthy process because soils consist of
a conplex mixture of different mineral and organic substances. However,
by only considering the most inportant properties affecting the
performance of a soil used as an adobe building material, the analysis
is siirplified.
As previously mentioned, adobe is a mixture of sand, silt, and
clay, which when mixed with water to a plastic consistency, can be cast
into a desired form, used as mortar between stone or adobe brick, or
used as plaster. Certain types of soil produce more durable adobe
building materials than do others.
Soil is a stage in a long process of deterioration of tJie parent
rock and climactic evolution. Depending on tlie parent rock and
climactic conditions soil appears in infinite number of forms possessing
an endless variety of characteristics.
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I. F?VRnCI£ SIZE DISTRXBUnOSf
Also referred to as texture, grain size distribution of a soil,
represents tlie percentage content of ttie different grain sizes. Tlie
texture of a soil is determined by the sieving of the rougher grains:
pebbles, gravels, sands and silts, and by sedimentation for the fine
clayey materials. The classification of grains sizes adopted by many
laboratories based on the ASTM standards is as follows:
Pebbles

factors controlling its durability. A good adobe will consist of between
60 and 80 percent sand, 20 to 40 percQit silt and clay, witli little or no
gravel. The clay and, to a lesser extent, the silt portion of an adobe
acts as the binder forming a matrix in wliich ttie sand particles are
onbedded. A large portion of clay could cause excessive swelling in the
adobe through adsorption of moisture by the clay and excessive shrinkage
when tlie clay dries. Clearly, a knowledge of the particle size
distribution of an historic adobe can provide valuable insights to some
of the problans which will be encountered in its preservation.
Additionally, in repairing deteriorated adobe, tlie repair material should
have a particle size distribution either close to tliat of tlie original
adobe, or a distribution which is in the range found for durable adobes.
The particle size distribution, tlierefore, is one of the most important
properties of an adobe.
There are several methods for determining the particle size
These include ASIM D1140, "Amount of Material in Soils Finer than the No.
200 Sieve," and ASIM d422, "Particle Size Analysis of Soils". Tlie metliods
are quite simple. Once a sanple is taken it is crushed lightly using a
mortar and pestle and it is weighed. It is placed in a drying oven and
weighed again after 24 hours. This will give us the moisture contait of
the soil. The soil is then placed in a beaker with a dispersing agent
and deionized water. Partial separation of the silt-clay fraction may be
acconplished by adding sufficient water to cover the sanple, dispersing
the sanple, allowing the sanple to settle for a prescribed period and
then siphoning the clay-silt fraction which remains in suspension into a
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larger beaker. If this procediire is carried out 3 or 4 times prior to
sieving, a siibstantial amouiit of the silt-clay fraction can be
seperated. Utilizing a hydrometer in the silt-clay fraction and
observing the settling time of the suspension, we are able to determine
the distribution of particle size of the clays and silts.
tmce the portion of the silt-clay fraction has been separated from
the larger particles, the contents of the beaker are poured into a set
of sieves for size fractioning of tlie coarser materials.
As mentioned previously an excess of gravel, or alternatively, an
excess of clay will adversely affect the durability of an adobe
structure. It is tlie clay portion of the adobe which is primarily
responsible for both its expansion, on the absorption of moisture, and
its slirinkage on drying, wiUi both tlie amount of clay present and its
mineralogy affecting durability. Since clay minerals tend to expand in
the presence of water, an excess of clay in adobe will result in
dimensional instability as a structure is subjected to cyclic wetting
and drying. Additionally, certain clay minerals, such as montmorillonite,
exhibit large volume increases in the presence of moisture. The presence
of a significant amount of clay of this type in a massive adobe
structure will cause dimensional instability even if the clay function
is present in the correct proportions.
Dimensionally stable adobe in general i^as a high sand to silt-clay
ratio while containing a minimal amount of gravel. Soils generally
suitable for the construction of durable adobe structures contain
between 70 and 80 percent sand and 10-15 percent silt and clay.
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II. PLASTICITY
Plasticity refers to the property of a soil to deformation without
elastic failure characterized by cracking or disintegration.
The rheological behavior of a soil clianges dependent upon water
content. At high water contents, soils are suspensions, with the
flow properties of a liquid. As the water content decreases, the soil
becomes pastelike, sticky, tlien plastic, and finally at a low water
content ttie soil has the properties of a solid. The physical state of a
soil at a given water content is termed its consistency, which is a
measure of resistance of a soil to flow. Different soils visually liave
different consistencies at the same water contents; therefore, the
determination of consistency provides information about both the
constituents and tlie rheological properties of a soil or adobe.
The specific consistencies that are used for soil classification
purposes are the liquid and plastic limits (also known as the Atterberg
limits). The liquid limit is the water conteit, in percent by weight, at
which a soil ceases to behave as a liquid and begins to exhibit the
behavior of a plastic. The plastic limit is tlie water content, in
percent by weight, below which the soil is not plastic and crumbles when
worked. The plasticity index largely depends on the amount of clay
present; the strength of a soil increases as the plasticity index
increases. However, ttie taidency of a clay to expand whei wet and sliriiik
when dried also increases as the plasticity index increases.
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The liquid limit of a soil or adobe can be deternuned by following
the methods given in ASIM D423. The process involves collecting a
portion of the sairple passing a No. 40 sieve. You then mix the sanple
with distilled water and place tlie sample in the cup of a mechanical
device which jars the sairple in a reproducible way. A groove is notched
in the moist sanple. The cup is then dropped repeatedly from a standard
height (1 cm) until the sairple flows together in the groove. Ttie liquid
limit is defined as the water content at which 25 blows are required
to close the groove over a distance of 1/2 incli. Several sanples witli
different known amounts of water must be prepared before hand. This
will supply the tester witli various water content sanples. Tlie water
content and the amount of blows is plotted on a graph and a best-fit
line is drawn through the data and the water contents at 25 blows is
estimated.
The plastic limit can be determined by the methods given in ?sm
D424. In this method, a wet sample is dried by being rolled back and
forth over a ground glass plate or a piece of absorbent paper until the
sanple crumbles at a a diameter close to 1/8 in. The rolling promotes
the drying of the sanple. The sanple is weighed and then oven-dried.
The water content is defined as its plastic limit. Both the plastic
and liquid limits should be reported in percent.
The liquid and plastic limits detennined as described, can be
useful in the process of character izi:fig the properties of particles
smaller tJian 425 yifn. Clearly, a clay which is predominantly
montmorillonite can be distinguished from other clays such as kaolinite.
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illite, chlorite on the basis of its liquid and plastic limits. A
montmorillonite has a average liquid limit of 177 - 700 percent and a
plastic limit of 63 - 97 percent. Where as a kaolinite has an average
liquid limit of between 52 - 73 percent and a plastic limit of 26 - 36
percent. A small plastic limit for an adobe indicates ttiat it has poor
cohesion and poor resistance to cracking.
Liquid and plastic limits are significantly affected by several
factors. Including the presence of organic materials (straw, manure,
etc. ) , type and amount of soluble salts, and by the specific
exchangeable cation of the clay. Therefore, wliile the liquid and
plastic limits give useful information that can be used to supplement
the mineral identification of the clays obtained from X-ray diffraction
and optical microscopy techniques, they do not provide definitive
mineralogical identification.
Iirportant information concerning the dimensional response of a clay
to moisture is provided by Uie value of tlie plasticity index. Higher
plasticity indices are acconpanied by larger expansions upon wetting and
larger shrinkage upon drying. Therefore, the closer that adobes match
in their plastic indices the more conpatible are tlieir dimensional
responses to moisture.
Another use of the liquid limit determination is to obtain an
estimate of the amount of mix water required to make good adobe brick,
and adobe test specimens. Usually thfe amouiit of required water will be
less than the water contents at the liquid limit as the adobe will
contain particles larger tlian 425 jfi. Particles larger than 425 y^
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absorb much less water tban clay particles and the reduction in mixing
water was found to be somewhat proportional to the percentage of
material larger than 425 um.
III. CgyiPRESSIBILITY OR CCiyiFACnBILITY
The conpactibility of a soil defines its ability to be coirpacted
to a maximinTi for a given conpacting eiergy and degree of humidity
(optimal moisture content). When a volume of soil is subjected to the
action of a force the material is coirpressed and the voids ratio
decreases. As the density of a soil is increased its porosity is reduced,
and less water can penetrate it. This property is a result of the
integration of the grains, which in turn results in a reduction in the
disturbance of the structure as a result of water action.
The conpactibility of a soil is measured by the Proctor conpaction
test. The conpactibility of a soil can be represented on a
ccjipactibility diagram such as in Figure 12, where optimal moisture
content is plotted against optimal dry density for any given conpressive
energy.
Coipactibility is a much more inportant property when considering
constructing in ramned earth. Rammed earth requires a specified amount
of conpactibility to ensure adequate bonding of particles and ultimate
wall stability. However, tliis investigation does not discuss rammed
earth construction thus conpactibility is one of the lesser discussed
sections
.
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OPHMUM MOISTURE COKTEffT
O.M.C. (J)
FIGURE 12
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IV. CCHESIOSI
The cohesion of a soil is an expression of the capacity of its
grains to renain together when a tensile stress is imposed on the
material. The cohesion of a soil depends on the adhesive or
cenentitious properties of its coarse material (grain size larger than
2 rm) whicli binds tlie inert grains togetlier. This property Uius
contributes to the quantity and adhesive quality of the clays.
Fine grains (silts and clays) owe their cohesiveiess partly to the
films of water linking them. These cohesive forces are of two types,
those due to water tension at the air/water interface (large grains) and
those due to the interaction of particles of clay and molecules of
polarized water.
There are a number of different binding forces which act to give
coherence to soil grains, causing them to aggregate. Ttiese forces vary
inmensely in force and depend on how each separate fraction of conponent
behaves. This makes it iitpossible to quote a single value indicative of
the cohesive forces. For tlie concretions of the sandy fraction,
breaking the weakest links tends to produce smaller agreggations but
with a higher degree of internal cohesion. Driven to its extremes, ttie
breakdown of aggregates will result in elementary mineral particles
whose coliesive force is analogous to that of crystalline minerals.
Mineral particles with a diameter less than 2 y\ are thus highly cohesive:
their chemical bond is of the interatomic type in three dimensions.
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These quartz or felcispar minerals constitute the skeleton of the soil,
which is highly resistant to deformation wlien they are present in
sufficient quantity to touch one another.
For colloidal fractions, on the other hand, particles of a diameter
greater than 2 ;ui have an essentially two-dimensional bond (structure in
sheets). This type of bond is of the intermolecular type (i.e. physical
and having moderate or weak forces ) . These are mainly tiie
phyllosilicates such as tlie kaolinites, illites and tlie montmorillonites.
The coarse mortars may be classified as follows:
A. Sandy mortar
B. Lean mortar
C. Average mortar
D. Fat mortar
E. Clays
Cohesion is measured by a tensile test in the moist condition. Cohesion
is plotted in a tensile strength chart (Fig. 13)
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PROPERTIES OF A CHEMICAL NATURE
These properties depend on the chemical constituents of the
components of the soil. Among these components the most influential
from the chemical stand point are the salts, which may be eitlier soluble
or insoluble. The high salinity of a soil may induce extremely marked
chemical properties. These properties are also influenced by the
mineralogical characteristics of tlie minerals involved and tlieir
chemical conposition. The nature and quantity of organic material is
also very inportant. These unstable corrponents, themselves formed in
the course of the chemical and biochanical development of tlie soil, can
cause precipitates of deferring natures, colloid and variovis types of
adhesive, humic, and bacterial pastes. Similarly, the quantity of
oxides of iron, magnesium, or calcium, carbonates and sulphates can
characterize the soil from a chemical point of view. Sulphate of calcium
in particular when subjected to hydration will swell a great deal; its
solubility in water may increases the sensitivity of clays. Metallic
oxides can be very influential. For exanple in lateritic soils, iron
oxides speed certain solidification processes. Similarly abundant
aluminum oxide can reduce the ability to withstand aging. The pH of a
soil is also inportant, as it gives ai"i indication of its acid or basic
nature.
Clay is another inportant factor in determining the cherrdcal nature
of adobe. Clay is the result of the -chemical weathering of rock, and of
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it is not possible to speak of a single force, it can be said that the
the forces by and large electrostatic.
Tliere are several families of clay ndnerals, and a few dozen.
Three main types, however, make up the most frequently encountered clays:
kaolinites, illites, and montmorillonites.
'Kaolinites - the sheets are made up of a layer of oxygen
tetrahedrans with a silicon center and a layer of oxygen octahedrons
witli an aluminium center. Kaolinites are negatively charged only at
tJie edge of the sheets and its ion fixing capacity is low. The distance
between sheets is constant, being 7 A. The thickness of the crystals
is between 0.005 and 2 }\ Kaolinites are generally stable in contact
with water.
Illites - this group has a three layer structure: 1 mainly
aluminous octahedral layer, between two mainly silicaceous tetrahedral
layers. Mg or Fe ions may partially replace tlie Al ions in tlie aluminous
layer, and AI may replace Si in the silica layer. The distance between
sheets is 10 A and the thickness of the crystals is between 0.005 and
0.05 )X. mite is not particularly stable when in contact with water
and swell.
IVbntmorillonites - the structure of this group is corrparable to
that of illite, but substitution takes place in the octahedral alvminium
layer: Al ions may be replaced by Mg, Fe, Mn, Ni , etc. The sheets are
not electrically neutral and are weakly linked. Tlie ions between tiie
sheets are not K ions but exchangeable cations (Na, Ca) and water
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molecules. The distance between sheets ranges fron 14 to 20 A. The
thickness of the crystals lies betweei 0.001 and 0.02 p^. Montmorillonite
is not stable when in contact with water and suffers severely from swell.
These tlrree clay types will greatly determine tlie tlie beliavior of
the adobe mix. Recognizing their chemical conpositions can help
determine if a certain mix will prove to be an effective deterrent to the
effects of weathering.
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coNicLusiasrs
since, as indicated, there can be significant variations in Uie
corposition of adobe soils, and since the methods of brick fabrication
are not standardized (differences in the consolidation process, for
instance, can cause differences in the resulting physio-chemical
characteristics) , a wide range of values for many of the properties of
adobe brick are found in literature.
Interestingly, adobe brick and rammed earth walls have thermal
conductivities which are higher than many common building materials.
The "K" values can be as much as four times that of building gypsum,
almost twice tliat of normal weight concrete, etc. Adobe's appareit
insulating effects can be attributed to the thickness of walls, rather
than to low thermal conductivities. In the soutliwestem United States,
for exanple, adobe buildings were usually constructed with walls 20 - 24
in. thick, and therefore, they are cool in the summer heat and relatively
warm during the colder winter months.
In tlie area of meclianical properties, conposition and strength
relationships have beeii defined to some extent, although relatively
little data is available on creep or on stress/strain characteristics
of adobe. Adobe lias ratlier low mechanical properties, witli conpressive
strengths ranging from 200 to 700 psi and tensile strengths ranging from
50 to 130 psi. Conposition of soil, amount of mix water, and density of
the dried bricks are some of the variables affecting conpressive
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strength. Increasing clay content results in strength increases, until
optimum level is reached. After that point, shrinkage cracks occur
which naturally causes reduction in streigth. Increasing particle
fineness and brick density also aihances corpressive strength. Clay caii
not only affect the corrpressive strengtli, but also the tensile strength.
Soils with high clay contaits generally produce adobe bricks witli low
flexural strength. Clearly, clays play a major role in tlie ultimate
behavior of the adobe brick.
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CHAPTER 4
RBCXH^IEMDED REHABILITATiaSI STANDARDS FOR
HISTORIC ADOBE STRUCTURES
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since the first earth works were built, more than 8,000 years ago, the
preservation and maintenance of these building has been a matter of concern
for the builders and tlie people who live in tfiem. The idea of a wall,
never mind the roof, that will dissolve when it rains is an uncomfortable
one, until we look around and view exanples which have survived for
hundreds and even thousaixis of years. Their survival, frequently witli no
maintenance, miist make us realize that perhaps adobe is not so vulnerable
as we might first suppose.
?idobe is often thought of as a conpromise building material, a
material that is less than would otherwise be preferred. It is often
thought that adobe is used in some parts of the world because of the lack
or absence of more conventional materials. Tliis is probably not true. It
could be that adobe is far more conventional in more of the world than is
steel or glass or fired bricks. Also, because of its extensive use tliere
is a continuous worldwide effort to make adobe a better material for new
construiction and to preserve better what already exists.
The ultimate goal of rehabilitation is to take a deteriorated or
underutilized resource aixi turn it into a viable, functioning asset to the
ccmttLinity. Under rehabilitation or under any treatment the first rule is:
it is better to preserve than to repair; it is better to repair than to
restore; and it is better to restore than to reconstruct. Generally as the
level of integrity drops, the treatment, preservation, repair, restoration
or reconstruction becomes more drastic. I-laking a preservation decision,
between a resource which is preserved and a resource wliich miist be
reconstructed should tend toward the already preserved property.
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As a second rule, if there is a choice, do it the way it was done
originally. Repairs should be undertaken witli the same material or with a
material of coirparable quality.
A third rule is that it is better to do the work in a way wfiich is
reversible. If an intervention results in permanent changes, what can be
done then? Portland ceitient is such a material.
Rule number four is save and document the entire process. TUways
leave evidence of your work and results.
The last rule is that the weakest material will always deteriorate
first; a softer material can never be preserved with a harder oiie. Ttie use
of harder materials than tiie original causes further deterioration ratlier
than stopping and the results is that in time all that is left is the
repairs. A typical example is tlie use of hard mortars witJi adobes,
resulting in continued wearing away of the softer mud and leaving a lattice
of mortar behind.
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards used as a guide for certified
rehabilitations and the federal grant process are general standards with
v^ich all preservationists should be familiar:
1. Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a conpatible use for a
property which require minimal alteration of the building, structure, or
site and its environment, or to use a property for its originally intended
purpose.
2. The distinguishing original qualities 'or character of a building,
structure, or site and its environment shall not be destroyed. The removal
or alteration of any historic material or distinctive architectural
features should be avoided when possible.
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3. All buildings, structures and sites shall be recognized as products of
their own time. Alterations that have no historical basis and which seek
to create an earlier appearance shall be discouraged.
4. Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of
the history and development of a building, structure, or site and its
environment. These changes may have acquired significance in tlieir own
right, and this significance shall be recognized and respected.
5. Distinctive stylistic features or exaitples of skilled craftsmanship
v*iich characterize a building, structure, or site shall be treated with
sensitivity.
6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired ratlier than
replaced, wherever possible, in the event replacement is necessary, the
new material should match the material being replaced in conposition,
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Repair or replacement
of missing architectural features should be based on accurate duplications
of features, substantiated by historic, piiysical, or pictoral evidence
rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different
architectural elements fron other buildings or structures.
7. Tlie surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest
means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage
the historic building material shall nor be undertaken.
8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve
archeological resources affected by, or adjacent to any project.
9. Conterporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties
shall not be discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy
significant historical, architectural or cultural material, and such design
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is corpatible with the size, scale, color, material and character of the
property, neighborhood or environment.
10. Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be
done in such a manner tJiat if such additions or alterations were to be
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the structure
would be unimpaired.
When preservation or rehabilitation is contaiplated for a historic
adobe building, it is generally because the walls or roof of the building
has deteriorated in some fashion. Walls may have cracked, eroded, pitted,
bulging, or the roof may be sagging. In planning the stabilization and
repair of an adobe building, it is necessary:
- To determine tlie nature of the deterioration.
- To identify and correct the source of the problem causing the
deterioration.
- To develop rehabilitation and restoration plans that are sensitive to
the integrity of the historic adobe building.
- To develop a maintenance program once the rehabilitation or restoration
is conpleted.
Mechanisms of deterioration of adobe will not be discussed in detail
in this thesis, but is helpful to have some basic knowledge of how adobe
deteriorates. What follows is a fairly brief discussion of tlie subject,
further information can be found in many of the refereiices found in the
bibliograpjiy. There is nothing really uTiique about how adobe deteriorates.
The same process which affects other masonry materials such as brick and
stone, also affect adobe; the difference is in degree. Deterioration is
the visible evidence, or the result of a process, which is initiated by
various sources.
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The most coinnon effects found in adobe buildings or ruins are:
1. basal erosion
2. surface erosion
3. cracks, bulges
4. failure of the protective coating
"5. upper wall displacement, leaning
6. collapse
Basal erosion is coving at the base of the wall, usually toward the
outside or exterior of the building. Extensive erosion is a serious
problem which must be addressed to guarantee preservation of the adobe
wall. Surface erosion is uniform over the entire wall area, but is usually
cosmetic in concern and much less serious than basal erosion. Surface
erosion may average as little as one inch in twenty years. For a
significant building requiring preservation in perpetuity tJiis must be
corrected, but for the individual homeowner it is much less serious.
Cracks and bulges in walls are usually noticed first and cause the
greatest concern. A crack may be vertical, horizontal or diagonal and the
two portions of the wall on each side of the crack may be moving apart (a
tension crack) , together (a conpression crack) or sliding against each
other (a shear crack) . Cracks must be analyzed to determine their type and
weather or not they are "active" or currently moving, as an inactive crack
is much less serious than an active one. Bulges, especially if moisture is
not present, must be considered serious. '
Failure of the protective coating or surface treatment is visually
distressing, but seldom more that tnat. The rate of erosion of an
unprotected horizontal surface in most of the Southwest is approximately one
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inch in twenty years. Traditional protective coatings of mud or lime
plaster, and even cenent stuccos, which have become traditional during this
century, all provide protection against surface erosion. The only problem
arises when these coatings conceal deterioration that is occurring beliind
the coating.
The leaning wall should should be considered extranely serious if the
center third falls outside of the wall mass at ground line. This can be
determined by dropping a plumb line from the top of the wall, and wall
collapse is the ultimate deterioration effect, but it actually rarely
occurs and not before one or more of the other factors of decay has had an
effect.
What are the actual sources of deterioration problens? This is an
inportant question to ask because if the source of the problems is not
discovered or is inaccurately assessed then any repairs may be only
cosmetic and could actually make the problem more serious.
Below are listed the common sources related to the deteriorated
effects
:
Sources of basal erosion
1. tunneling by rodents
2. groijnd water
3. direct splash
4. soluble salts
Source of surface erosion:
1. wind-driven abrasives
2
.
insects
3. running water
4. internal moisture
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Sources of cracte and bulges:
1. external loading
2. internal wall moisture (frcm above or below)
3. increased conpressive loading
4. earth movertent
Sources of failure of protective surfaces:
1. wind-driven abrasives
2. running water
3
.
insects
4. internal moisture
Sources of upper wall displacement:
1. wall moisti-ire (from above or below)
2. external loading
3. earth movement
Sources of collapse:
1. external loading
2. wall moisture (from above or below)
3. increased loading
4. earth movement
Ground and wall moisture are obviously tlie most universal source of
deterioration. Ground moisture in the lower portions of a wall can come
from such things as a high water table, inadequate surface drainage, or
leaking pipe. Upper wall moisture can be the result of such things as a
leaking roof or a leaking gutter.
Four water related processes are worthy of special notice: 1) wet/dry
cycles; 2) freeze/thaw cycles; 3) capillary rise; and 4) condensation.
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It is iirportant to realize that before adequate mechanical systons can
be installed in a historic adobe structure the mechanisms of deterioration
must be identified and addressed. Tlie quality of the installations will be
directly related to the quality of the restoration. Cracks, bulges and
wall collapse are far more iitportant concerns that the installation of
roeclianic'al systeans. Once these problems liave been adequately addressed
then we can proceed to adaptive reuse issues.
Adobe adapts well to mechanical systems. Earth is a pliable material
that cuts easily, patches easily, aiid can be rearranged as required to
adapt to initial installation of piping, ductwork, and electrical systaris.
MDSt building materials can only be used once and are difficult to cut and
shape except in staixlard patterns. It is said that tlie flexibility and
adaptability of earth walls is virtually limitless. This, however, is not
the case for structures of historic significance. The concept of molding
and reshaping and existing historic structure goes against all standards of
rehabilitation.
Many current installation methods approved by the New Mexico Building
Codes are unfortunately frequently applied to historically significant
structures. This is an unacceptable practice and could actually lead to
accelerated deterioration of the building. Gathering all the past history
of adobe, combined a good scientific knowledge of its behavior and finally
utilizing tlie Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitations I
will propose the following suggestions for the installation of mechanical
systeins in historic adobe structures.
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FT.FY-TRTCAL SYSTEiyiS
The installation of electrical systans in earth building presents a
problem of correct installation procecJures. Current installations are
quite sinple. Regulatory agencies have varying requiranents for acceptable
standards which may change periodically, so current local building codes
should always be consulted for carpi iance. Tlie problem with current
installations is their lack of sensitivity to the structure.
Wiring may be installed in eartJi walls in several ways. Some code
requirements allow the use of insulated cable without metal conduit. TJie
wall can be channeled for vertical or horizontal wiring runs (Fig. 14).
Building code specifications often require cable of the underground feeder
for direct bi_irial type (UF) , wlien used without conduit. The wiring may
also be run in the center of wall, put in place as the bricks are initially
laid. Costs of material and labor for this application may be higher.
Tlie cable or conduit is easily anchored in the channel cut for it with
nails driven into the earth walls. The channel cut is then filled with mud
plaster, or with other plaster during the regular plastering schedule. Tlie
problem with tJiis installation is the possibility of damage to the
electrical lines from nails driven into the wall surface for pictures or
other purposes, although if the line is placed deep enough in the walls,
this should be of minimal concern. Tlie installation of metal conduit for
wiring runs will alleviate some of the potential problem. Some building
codes require metal to reinforce the surface that has been channeled
(Fig. 15).
The aforementioned installation methodology involves the piiysical
disruption of the adobe wall. However, if we are to be sensitive to the
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structure other methods must be applied.
Conduits for electrical wiring must be placed in a way so as not to
affect the original material. Horizontal conduits can be placed at the
floor level. The wiring encased in metal or plastic tubing and
subsequently covered witfi adobe plaster, of similar coirposition and color
to the original wall (Fig. 16). This surface installation can also be
applied to vertical conduits. It is recormended that the conduit be
installed in the comers of the rooms. The wiring, will be encased in
tubing and covered with adobe similar to tlie original mix, this can be
easily determined by taking a small sanple fran the wall (Fig. 17). Though
not as aesthetically pleasing as the flush installation previously
described, it is nonetheless less destructive to the original wall. This
method is also more reversible. The conduit can be re-opened at a future
time if repairs are necessary. All outlets will be placed on the floor not
the walls. Installation methods for this will be described further on.
^Jiother possibility for the placement of electrical wiring would be to
run them underneath the floor structure. This can be easily acconplished
in a wood plank floor for exanple. This type of flooring was very common
during the Territorial Period. Framed wood floors for earth construction
are similar to conventional framing systans except for the bearing of
structural members on or in the earth walls. The "rim" joist was normally
omitted, with adobe bricks filling the space between joists. A crawl space
was typical and prevented moisture and insect damage. A distance of 6
inches between ground level and the wood members was conmon. This space is
sufficient for the placement of electrical wiring (Fig. 18). Outlets
should be placed on the floor not on the walls (Fig. 19).
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Earth floors were conmon historically and in areas where minimum cost
was necessary. When properly finished and sealed, the surface was
reasonably waterproof and the appearance is very similar to that of
concrete.
Floors of adobe are the very oldest. In its sinplest form the ground
was leveled, swept, sprinkled, and tairped. In tlie more sofiiisticated floor
the tanped earth was covered witli about a 1 inch layer of adobe and straw.
This was allowed to dry thoroughly and a finer second coat of plaster was
put on. For a surface hardener, ox-blood was used, today a hot mixture of
2 parts of boiled linseed oil to 1 part of turpentine for a first
treatment; subsequent treatments of cold boiled linseed oil (Fig. 20).
Installing an electrical conduit in this flooring would be no problem
and much less intrusive than a wall installation. Damage to adobe floors
can be repaired quite easily by breaking away the loose portion and
building up again. The oil treatment will blend the patched area into the
old area so ttiat it becomes unnoticable. If tlie floor was typical of many
during the Pueblo Indian Period it was usually covered witli colorful wool
rugs, this would make the installations less visible to the naked eye
(Fig. 21). Outlets would also be placed on the floor.
Other types of flooring systans include brick, tile, and flagstone.
Fire brick floors provide a very satisfactory answer for a finished
flooring material. A strong, wear resistant surface is achieved, and
masonry units can be ranoved easily for rfepairs to mechanical systems below
the floor. Tile is generally very thin and fragile and not very common.
However, it is best not to disturb such a floor and other installation
methods must be looked at. Flagstones are usually laid directly on a base
of loose adobe
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or sand, with mortar used only in the joints. Flagstone can also be easily
reinoved for repairs and must always be replaced with the original stone or
a similar stone if the original is lost or damaged.
Installing electrical fixtures to the roof of the structure can lead
to scane difficulties. The methodology seems elesnentary, sinply moving the
wire through the roof from the interior to the exterior. However,
traditional roofing in adobe structures consisted of covering the vigas
with latias, having these subsequently covered with a cloth and finally
ccnpacted earth (Fig. 22). Disturbing this earth roof could create serious
leakage problems, since the original conpaction is gone. It is this
cotpaction that contributes the relatively inpermeable nature of these
roofs even though they are sinply earth. It is reccximended that no ceiling
fixtures or lighting be installed in historically significant structures.
Floor lighting can be used to great effect if reflected off the typical
white ceiling of the adobe residence.
If it is absolutely necessary to have electrical installations in the
ceiling it can be addressed either one of two ways. One way would be to
have the electrical conduit in the interior, travel up one of the room
comers thei turn horizontally on the ceiling to the desired location. The
fixture will be attached to a block of wood which is attached to the
ceiling. This way subsequent changes in the light fixture will be applied
to the block with a minimum disturbance to the ceiling. Heavy fixtures
will have to be installed directly to thd ceiling (Fig. 23). Though not as
aesthetically pleasing, it does provide sufficient protection to the
original structure. The other alternative would be creating a false roof
in the exterior (Fig. 24). A deck would be built above the original roof
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FIGURE 22
Source: Early Architecture In New Mexico . University of
New Mexico Press
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thus providing sufficient space to run electrical lines.
Before we continue any further discussions on the subject of
mechanical installations it must be made perfectly clear that when we try
to correctly interpret the historical background of a structure we must
respect it as such and accept its nuances. I bring this issue to light
because if we were to accurately restore an ancient adobe residence of the
Pueiblo Period, the lighting would have been frcm oil lanps or tlie kiva
fireplace. Installing ceiling fixtures and floor lanps to such an interior
for a house museum type project would be highly inafpropriate. The
previously described installations are hopefully a balance between respect
to the historic fabric of the structure and the practicalities of current
everyday life. These suggestions are meant to be applied to historic
structures which can be adaptively reused with the maximum retention
possible of their historic worth. This applies to all further discussions.
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II. WATER OR PLUMBING SYSTEt^
The installation of water conduits in an historic adobe structure
represents an interesting paradox. Water was never originally meant to be
brought into the adobe household. Even during the Territorial Period, all
settlers had an exterior well where they would have a punp which provided
the needed water. Plumbing needs such as waste disposal where limited to
an out house and underground septic systems. Notwithstanding the obvious
historical reasons for not installing water systens in an adobe structure
there are the obvious 0iysical reasons also. Water and moisture are the
primary enemies of eartli walls. Prolonged exposure to moisture can revive
the plastic nature of adobe and severely effect the structural integrity of
the building.
Current practice in the installation of plumbing to new adobe
structures is to place the water, waste, and vent piping either before or
after the installation of the walls. Piping can be in place and eartli
walls laid up to tlian, or the walls can be built first and cuts made in the
walls to receive them. The thicker walls in earth construction can usually
acccsTiTXXiated most piping.
With an existing historic structure the process becones difficult. We
try to avoid the previously described technique which results being too
destructive. The varying diameters of tlie piping makes surface mounting,
as in the electrical systems, very inpractical . Tlie visual inpact is great
and actually would do more aesthetic damage than channeling into the wall.
These are two possible solutions to the problem, Ttie first involves
the construction of a false floor in the structure. As previously described
for the electrical installations the piping can be placed between the
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historic floor and the new floor. The new floor will be constructed to
resemble the original floor, be it adobe, dirt, brick, etc. Sufficient
crawl space will be provided as determined by the largest pipe diameter
needed. PVC (Polyvinylchloride) pipe is reconmended over metal pipes. PVC
is less reactive to atmospiieric conditions than brass or copper. Flexible
plastic • tubing or rubber hosing can also be substituted for metal pipes.
The pipe will be placed on tlie perimeters of tlie roans for easy access and
less disturbance to the floor system (Fig. 25).
The second method would involve creating a totally separate plumbing
facility. This new structure would be placed near the original structure
at a convenient location for access. An attached exterior addition to a
historic building expands its outer limits to create a new profile.
Because such expansion has the capability to radically change the historic
appearance, an exterior addition should be considered only after it has
been determined that the new use cannot be successfully met by altering
noncliaracter defining interior spaces. If ttie new use cannot be met in
this way, then an attached exterior addition is usually an acceptable
alternative. New additions should be designed and constructed so that the
character defining features of U\e historic building are not radically
changed, obscured, damaged, or destroyed in the process of rehabilitation.
New designs should always be clearly differentiated so tJiat tlie new
addition does not appear to be part of the historic resource.
This method adapts very well to historic adobe churches. Ancient
churches usually had a separate room or space, from the main structure,
which had various uses. Tlie room could have been the priest office or the
attached convento. These spaces can be use to house all the plumbing
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facilities. A good current exanple of this is El Santuario in Chimayo,
N.M. It has a a separate rest room facility for visiting tourists and the
congregation. It is made of adobe and fits in nicely with the restored
16th Century church, though at the same time eliminating the intrusion of
water systems into the historic church (Fig. 26).
As previously mentioned water and moisture are tlie primary enemies of
earth walls, so pressure testing is essential prior to final finishing.
Freezing of pipes in an earth wall can cause serious structural damage,
altliough the thermal storage characteristics of earth materials will
protect them in most cases. If low taiperatures do offer a serious threat,
piping subject to freezing should not be placed near the north side of the
structure, or at least as close to the interior as possible. Vertical runs
of ducts and pipes will be installed in closets and service rooms to
conceal them.
Many of the previous precautions mentioned in tl^e section for
electrical installations apply to this section also. During the
installation of piping in the floors, care must be taken to either protect
tJie original floor during installation or create a similar floor if you
construct the deck. The utilization of original materials is always
recoimended and trying to recreate the original adobe mix to be used
for current constructions is also reconnended.
The actual installation of appliances (sinks, toilets, faucets, etc.)
is discretionary to the builder. Methods of installation for these will
not be discussed in tJiis thesis there are many current practices for
these and are not relevant to this discussion. What can be said, however,
of these fixtures is that care must be taken that all connections made to
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them are secured and water tight. Any possible leakage problan could
affect the adobe structure. Prolonged exposure could create serious
problems. Periodically check all coni^ections for water-tightness and
inmediately replace all defective connections.
Drip pans, catch pans and condensate drains should also be installed
to catch any potential leakage problems and cliannel them away from the
surface of the adobe. (Fig. 25)
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III. HEATING. VENIILATKXJ AND AIR CONDITiaNmSlG (HVAC)
The heating and cooling of the historic adobe structure lias always
been a very conplicated problem witli a variety of possible solutions. Each
solution, however, presents a series of possible problems. To better
understand the need for HVAC systems we must understand how the mechanics
of heat and heat transfer work.
Fire was formally used as a source of indoor heating both in an open
fireplace and in order to create an accumulated source of heat in stoves.
There exists today a number of different heating systans which while not
perhaps being so attractive aesthetically speaking, are nonetheless
efficient. Two main principles can be discerned here.
Slow and continuous systans provide a constant indoor tenperature, e.g.
central heating systesns using radiators or electrical coils.
Portable systems will heat premises in a sliort time and tlius do not
need to be in constant use. They should be used only when the praruses in
question requires it. Tliey consist of electric heaters, hot air fans or
infrared heaters.
Air, when heated, undergoes considerable change in respect of its
properties. It expands and thus has a lower volumetric weight, while
increasing its capacity to absorb water. Tliis effect is negligible in the
dry climate of the southwest. The effects of solar radiation plays a
greater role in tlie way an adobe structure is heated tliat any otlier source,
including internal heat sources. '
This F*ienomena can be explained as follows: All objects exposed to the
sun are heated, as a function to the nature on its surface. Tlie heat
absorption is greater the darker the color of the object.
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All heated objects will cool by emitting or transferring their heat to
cooler surfaces, in proportion to its emitive qualities. Solar radiation
does not always intervene wlien it is needed and when the sun is shining is
not always when the need to produce heat is greatest. To effectively heat,
it becomes necessary to store the heat received during tlie day and utilize
it during the evenings, to avoid the cool nights. Subsequently, for cooling
purposes, we must try to avoid excessive radiant heat in the mornings and
favor the emnision of heat to the exterior during the night.
The Southwestern sun is so intense due to the altitude and the clear
skies that, as mentioned earlier, people built adobe houses with smaller
and fewer windows in the earlier times, to get away from tlie sun. Most of
the older adobe houses were long and narrow in an easterly and westerly
direction. They were built with their backs to the nortli, and with few, if
any, openings on tJie cold side. Tlie cooler north wall created a flywheel
effect inside, relieving the stuffiness of the rooms. In addition, some of
the houses were built in a "U" shape to cup the warmth in the winter and
provide shade in tlie patio in the summer.
The outer walls of the house were massive (double course adobe) and
and inner wall partitions were of adobe (single course) ; adobe fireplaces
held and radiated warmth long after tlie fires were out. It was tiiis mass
of the building material that held the tenperature , so that people who have
lived in adobe house have long claimed that adobe houses were warm in the
winter and cool in tlie summer.
The heating systan chosen for an earth building should be one that
takes advantage of, or at least recognizes, tlie thermal mass and lag effect
of earth walls. Current adobe buildings utilize this passive solar heating
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schemes to great effect. The strategic placement of fenestration on the
south walls can often reduce heating costs 50% or more at very little
increased costs other than a larger window budget. The most conplementary
backup for a passive solar system is radiant heating (buried electrical
wiring or hot water punped through a grid pipe) built into the same
absorbent mass (most often the floor) that we expect tlie sun to heat. With
this system and a open fireplace there is less chance of pollutants. The
fireplace bums up pollutants and passes them out witJiout drawing warmth
from heated surfaces. Radiant heating of this nature uses the same
principal as a passive solar system.
For historic structures we can recamiend two methods of heating.
These methods can be divided into two separate categories: (1) Passive
Solar Systems and (2) Active Heating Systems.
A. HEATUMG/PASSIVE SOLAR SYSTEMS
As previously described tlie sinplest solutions present themselves witli
passive solar heating, where we get direct gain through windows and walls.
We thiiik of solar heating as a new technology, but actually ancieit cliff
dwellers living under overhanging rock ledges were protected from the high-
riding summer sun and warmed by the sun's low-slung arc in the winter.
Ttiese people were also aware tliat the winter sun rose and set in differeit
directional patterns from the surmer sun, and chose positions to take
advantage of this information.
IVbny older structures where built to take advantage of solar heating.
The structures history must be thoroughly documented to determine if such a
system was used. It may be possible that the sinple orientation of the
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building, along with such things as window placement, will help to
detennine this. It must be determined if the previous solar situation
still exists. Trees will have grown and may block what was once an
unobstructed solar source. Structures may have been built around the
building also blocking the suns heat. Windows were purposely left small in
old adobe structures to prevait excessive losses of heat during the cold
periods and to keep out the intense heat of the sunmer months. Alterations
to the windows may totally disrupt the heating system previously established
by these small windows. The incorrect placement of a large window on a
northern wall for exanple will totally eliminate the heating and cooling
cycle of the structure.
Building alterations are probably the greatest reason why current
occupants of historic adobe structures find them uncomfortably cold in the
winter and hot in the sunmer. If the structure were restored to its
original configuration and setting it would probably be quite heat
efficient. It is recommended then that if a historically significant adobe
structure is found to have originally been constructed with passive solar
heating in mind it should be returned to said system to tfie maximum extent
practicable. This may involve restoring the interior as well as the
exterior.
At first glance this may seem a radical approach and one ttiat does not
seen like a rehabilitation but more like a restoration. This would be true
if the ultimate result achieved proved to be so inpractical as to be
unlivable and a house museum. This would be true with many architectural
structure types. If for exanple we were to restore an early Colonial house
of the type found around New England to its exact original representation,
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we would find ourselves with a very drafty and cold structure in the winter
and quite hot in the summer. These structures were not originally made to
be energy efficient, they provided shelter and protection from tlie harsh
elements and where heated internally by the fireplaces, stoves, and body
heat of the occupants themselves. Of course this would be unacceptable to
current occupants, especially with the invention of insulation and the cost
of heating fuels being what they are.
With an adobe structure, however, we are faced with a very singular
phenomena. If we were to restore an adobe structure, of the Spanish
Colonial Period for exaitple, to its original appearance. We would find a
structure that is heated sufficiently by passive solar systems. Even to
current acceptable comfort standards. The passive solar systems also lias
the added attraction of reducing or eliminating the heating and cooling
costs of a structure. Tlie sheer mass of the adobe walls as previously
explained also contribute to tlie overall ccmfort and energy savings. Adobe
housing is perhaps the only architectural building type with this unique
property. We can actually restore a structure to its original appearance
and at the same time make the structure livable to today's standards.
There are many current exairples of adobe construction which liave
thoroughly anbraced the advantages of solar heating, many taking the
exanple of the ancient masters. One unique exaitple is the Karen Terry
House in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Designed by David Wright the house has a
strange appearance. (Fig. 27). But it:^ uniqueness is entirely motivated
by ttie climate, the situation, and the desire to utilize solar lieating in
the siirplest possible manner and at the same time responding to the life
style of the occupants. The climate around Santa Fe is that of a
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FIGURE 27
INVIEBNO (WINTER)
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ILLUSTRATIONS WHICH EXPLAIN
FUNCTION PRINCIPLES
Source: Arqultecturaa de Adobe
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mountainoios region with sharp climactic contrasts. The winter is dry and
cold while tlie summer is hot and dry. There also exists great changes in
daily tenrperatures , and even though the elevation is quite high, an
irtportant number of intense solar hours permit the utilization of this
energy to heat structures.
The hillside where this house is situated is facing south, which
motivated the creation of it multi-tiered appearance. Ttie windows are
placed at a 60 angle with respect to the sun. The form of heat
restitution, only through radiation and convection, necessitates creating
an open interior space to permit air circulation. Very similar to the
Spanish colonial and Pueblo structures of the past.
The functioning is quite sinple, analogous to all bioclitnatic housing.
In the winter, the solar radiation penetrates and heats the walls, floors
and hidden water tanks. Wlien the day is cloudy or it is night, interior
shades are lowered to inpede heat loss (negative greenhovise effect). The
interior mass, the tearperature of which is increased with the sun's heat,
radiates its heat to tlie interior space. This can last for up to tliree
days after which the wood stoves can be used. In tlie sumner the
cooling needs are less due to the inertia of the house and by the
installation of shades over the windows. If necessary ventilation valves
can be opened during the evenings to cool down the interiors and reduce the
teitperature of the interior mass that absorbed the excessive heat of the
day. To this day this system has provide 95% of the winter heating needs
and the totality of the sinrmer cooling needs. Proof of the effectiveness
of passive solar heating. Sometimes, however, it becomes necessary to
install an active system if it is inpossible to reestablish tlie original
passive systan or if it never existed.

2. ACTIVE HEATING SYSTEMS
An active heating system is any systan which produces heat through
mechanical means. The mechanical systems may require a fuel source or some
form of energy for them to function. These systems have tlie axivantage of
being controlled by tlie users whereas the passive systems are somewhat
controlled by nature. The problems associated with these systems, however,
are its ccarpatibility with the structure. How to design a system and keep
it all iTarmonious with tlie traditional clean, unobstructed rooflines of ail
adobe. Three systems can be successfully integrated to an adobe structure
witli minimal inpact to its aesthetic quality. Tliese systems are (A) Forced
air, (B) Radiant heat, and (C) Direct heat.
Forced-air systems may be a logical choice for heating earth buildings.
They respond quickly to demands for additional heat, irrespective of the
lag factor. Tliey may also be efficiently integrated with econonic
evaporative cooling systems, and air-handling equipnent may be utilized to
augment and enliance natural air circulation and ventilation, taking
advantage of outdoor diurnal tenperature variations.
A problem inherent in most forced-air systems is that of zoning
different areas that have different heating needs. Living spaces will
normally require a higher tearperature than sleeping spaces. The zoning
problem may be overcome somewhat by the use of more than one furnace or air
handling unit. The cost of two smaller units may be only slightly higher
than the costs resulting from one larger' unit and large air-handling ducts.
Added operational savings will also result from reduced heating costs for
lower demand zones.
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The arranganent of a direct wann-air heating system is often most
effective using a "counterflow"-tYpe furnace. In this system, heated air
is piunped downward to a supply plenum, from which it is distributed in
underflow air ducts to floor registers located against walls at window
locations. The rising warm air, after use, must be collected in a return
air system and returned to the top of the furnace for reheating and
distribution. Hallways and room spaces may be used for the return air flow
to some degree, but tlie noise level of a large volume of air pajssing
through a small passage may be excessive.
Such a system will work more effectively if a return air-duct systen
can be provided, eitlier in an attic space, or in fi^irred down areas of lialls
and closets. Such a systan can also use the return air collection systan
as a supply distribution system for evaporative cooled air conditioners.
Tlie heated supply ducts in tlie floor will also provide some radiant heat,
warming the floors (Fig. 28). Various dairper and ductwork combinations may
be additionally incorporated to enhance air circulation, taking advantage
of outside air tenperatvires witliout adding to heating or cooling costs.
A) RADIANT HEATING SYSTEMS
Radiant heating systems are usually either convective baseboard units
or of a panel type which is installed in floors, walls, or ceilings.
Baseboard type systems respond more rapidly, and are perliaps better suited
for climate zones with high diurnal tenperatures fluctuations. The panel-
type system is slower to respond, and the lag effect of the thermal mass
can iirpair the imnediate effect. In climate areas where continuing danand
is a factor, or where active-solar systems are in place, radiant panel-type
systems are most effective.
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Active solar heating is a flow system that is designed to collect heat
from the outside and move it to the inside by use of punps , passageways
,
gravity or chimney arrangements; to rocks piled under the floor, rock walls
and pillars, or to water storage in pillars or tanks. It uses vents,
ventilators and collectors, and also requires a more mechanical mind.
Collectors can be attached to an adobe wall as a mural or decoration,
incorporated into the surface of a buttress, or placed on an adjoining or
nearby embankment. It is not as sinple and eleinentary as a passive solar
system.
A further problem with radiant heating systems is their lack of air
circulation and ventilation. If an air-cooling system is also required, it
will be necessary to provide additional distribution facilities, which can
add substantially to tlie cost. Much of the efficiency of tlie tliermal mass
effect is dependent on air-circulation, tlierefore a radiant system will not
be as flexible as a system of the air-handling type. If a floor-panel is
used, it should be placed in the least conspicuous area of the floor or
v*iere it is most need. The floor should not be disturbed excessively.
B) DIRECT HEATING SYSTEMS
The use of direct space-heating systems, such as fireplaces, stove,
and space heaters should not be overlooked. Tlie choice of this type of
heater will depend primarily on the type of fuel available and the initial
costs of installation, which may be higher than other systems.
Fireplaces are the siirplest, and a traditional form of space heater.
MDSt traditional fireplace designs are extremely inefficient; but
modification, making use of the thermal storage capacity of the earth walls,
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can raise t±ie efficiency substantially. Combustion air should be supplied
close to the firebox in order to reduce the quantity of space heated air
from being drawn out tlirough the fireplace. Normal infiltration from the
doors and windows may provide adequate combustion air, at least for safety
considerations, but a separate outside air source is more desirable and
will allow the rest of tlie building to be well sealed. Combustion-air
danping controls, which will control the draft and lower fuel consunption,
should be installed.
The design of the fireplace may also allow for heating of masonry
masses in the fireplace structure itself, which gives an additional radiant
source. The fireplace flue may also be used for this purpose, if
constructed in such a manner as to extract and distribute the heat through
radiation. The flue may be arranged so that most of tlie heat, which would
go outside in conventional design is transferred to and absorbed by inasonry
masses.
Unit space heaters, using wood, petroleum, natural-gas fuels, or
electrical energy can often augment standard heating systems in areas where
intermittent use is required, or where additional means must be used to
condition tlie space witli tlie main system.
B. AIR COOITiasJING
The torpering of air for cooling can be a major consideration in many
climates of the world. Often, traditional vernacular practices may offer
clues to solving this problem witli a minimum intervention of mechanical
devices
.
Siting and design of a building so as to make use of natural site
features, which may inhibit or enhance wind effect, should be considered.
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It is advisable to examine seasonal demands and effects for botli cooling
and heating before a final choice is made, because what may be desirable
for one season may not be for the other.
Shade for earth buildings, either in the form of deciduous trees or
sun control shading devices built as part of the structure, can be
effective in reducing cooling loads. The thermal mass of earth buildings
with adequate ventilation can take fullest advantage of diurnal tenperature
variations.
Natural cooling systems have been used for many centuries in the
Middle East. Most of tJiem incorporated sinple principles making use of
lower below ground tatperatures (basements and heat tubes) , cooler air
teirperatures at a distance above ground level (air towers) , and water
1
evaporation devices such as fountains. Most of these systems make use of
the natural laws of piiysics for air movement without mechanical equipment.
There are two systems which can be suggested (1) Evaporative cooling
devices and (2) Refrigeration systems.
1. EVAPORATIVE COOLUMG DEVICES
Evaporative cooling devices are effective and economical in climate
zones that have relatively low humidity. Most incorporate an air handling
fan, and absorptive pads which are supplied with water from a small
circulating punp. The pads are kept moist by water-punp circulation, and
is drawn through them with the fans forcing cooled air into the conditioned
1. An in-depth analysis was made by Mehdi N. Bahadori , a professor of
mechanical engineering at Pahlavi University, Iran. "Passive Cooling
Systans in Iranian Architecture" , was published in Scientific American
(February 1978, pp. 144-154).
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spaces, creating a positive pressure. Air flow within the building is
controlled by selective opening of vents (windows, doors) that relieves tlie
positive pressure and control the flow. Even in climates with higher
humidity, such units will provide some cooling effect. This type of system
can be readily integrated with air-Jiandling and heating systens, eitlier in
the reverse of the return air flow for heating, or by direct introduction
to the supply side (Fig. 28). Cooled air may also be puitped directly into
tiie space to be conditioned, but tliis may be noisier.
2. REFRIGERAnCN SYSTEMS
Conpression-expansion coil refrigeration systems function well,
supplying cool, dry air regardless of humidity conditions. The cooling or
expansion coil is normally located in the heating system's air-handling
unit. The air volume required for cooling may differ from the air volume
required for heating, so the sizing of the air ducts and equipnent may have
to be a conpromise between wtet would be optimum for either heating or
cooling alone. If the difference is too great, it may be necessary to
provide a separate handling system for each cycle. Refrigeration systems
are high energy consumers however, and in certain climates cooling energy
costs may equal of exceed heating costs.
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rv. CCiSlCLUSKXJS
When considering the installation of mechanical systems in an historic
adobe structure one must be fully aware of the limitations and rewards of
the material. It is wise to take advantage of its innate properties. The
insulation values, thermal storage capacity and "flywheel" effect of the
lag factor are vital design considerations, and must be recognized and
utilized whenever possible. Ventilation is of primary importance.
The choice of heating and cooling systons must consider and take
advantage of natural environmental and climate factors, available fuel,
and resultant operating-costs. Adobe architecture is one of the few types
of architecture which historically took full advantage of solar heating.
Restoring structures to that mode can result in a:i environmentally as
well as econcmically beneficial situation.
Electrical systems must always follow local building codes for safety
and installation. Tlie suggestion made here should in no way preclude the
installer from following all the necessary safety features of electrical
installation. Always consult local building regulations before attertpting
said installations.
Finally, always remember tliat adobe is a highly adaptable material.
It is very easy to forget scsnetimes that the material is historically
significant as a building material and not sirrply dried mud. Ttie correct
adaptive use of these structures can provide decades of safe and
comfortable living and at the same time dnstill a sense of pride and
respect for the builders as well as the building itself.
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